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Elementary Stochastic Calculus With Finance In View
A ground-breaking and practical treatment of probability andstochastic processes
A Modern Theory of Random Variation is a new and radicalre-formulation of the
mathematical underpinnings of subjects asdiverse as investment, communication
engineering, and quantummechanics. Setting aside the classical theory of
probabilitymeasure spaces, the book utilizes a mathematically rigorous versionof
the theory of random variation that bases itself exclusively onfinitely additive
probability distribution functions. In place of twentieth century Lebesgue
integration and measuretheory, the author uses the simpler concept of Riemann
sums, andthe non-absolute Riemann-type integration of Henstock. Readers
aresupplied with an accessible approach to standard elements ofprobability
theory such as the central limmit theorem and Brownianmotion as well as
remarkable, new results on Feynman diagrams andstochastic integrals.
Throughout the book, detailed numerical demonstrations accompanythe
discussions of abstract mathematical theory, from the simplestelements of the
subject to the most complex. In addition, an arrayof numerical examples and vivid
illustrations showcase how thepresented methods and applications can be
undertaken at variouslevels of complexity. A Modern Theory of Random Variation
is a suitable bookfor courses on mathematical analysis, probability theory,
andmathematical finance at the upper-undergraduate and graduatelevels. The
book is also an indispensible resource for researchersand practitioners who are
seeking new concepts, techniques andmethodologies in data analysis, numerical
calculation, andfinancial asset valuation. Patrick Muldowney, PhD, served as
lecturer at the Magee BusinessSchool of the UNiversity of Ulster for over twenty
years. Dr.Muldowney has published extensively in his areas of research,including
integration theory, financial mathematics, and randomvariation.
The prolonged boom in the US and European stock markets has led to increased
interest in the mathematics of security markets, most notably in the theory of
stochastic integration. This text gives a rigorous development of the theory of
stochastic integration as it applies to the valuation of derivative securities. It
includes all the tools necessary for readers to understand how the stochastic
integral is constructed with respect to a general continuous martingale. The
author develops the stochastic calculus from first principles, but at a relaxed pace
that includes proofs that are detailed, but streamlined to applications to finance.
The treatment requires minimal prerequisites-a basic knowledge of measure
theoretic probability and Hilbert space theory-and devotes an entire chapter to
application in finances, including the Black Scholes market, pricing contingent
claims, the general market model, pricing of random payoffs, and interest rate
derivatives. Continuous Stochastic Calculus with Application to Finance is your
first opportunity to explore stochastic integration at a reasonable and practical
mathematical level. It offers a treatment well balanced between aesthetic appeal,
degree of generality, depth, and ease of reading.
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A comprehensive and self-contained treatment of the theory and practice of
option pricing. The role of martingale methods in financial modeling is exposed.
The emphasis is on using arbitrage-free models already accepted by the market
as well as on building the new ones. Standard calls and puts together with
numerous examples of exotic options such as barriers and quantos, for example
on stocks, indices, currencies and interest rates are analysed. The importance of
choosing a convenient numeraire in price calculations is explained. Mathematical
and financial language is used so as to bring mathematicians closer to practical
problems of finance and presenting to the industry useful maths tools.
Stochastic calculus has important applications to mathematical finance. This
book will appeal to practitioners and students who want an elementary
introduction to these areas. From the reviews: "As the preface says, ‘This is a
text with an attitude, and it is designed to reflect, wherever possible and
appropriate, a prejudice for the concrete over the abstract’. This is also reflected
in the style of writing which is unusually lively for a mathematics book."
--ZENTRALBLATT MATH
Highly esteemed author Topics covered are relevant and timely
Financial engineering has been proven to be a useful tool for risk management,
but using the theory in practice requires a thorough understanding of the risks
and ethical standards involved. Stochastic Processes with Applications to
Finance, Second Edition presents the mathematical theory of financial
engineering using only basic mathematical tools
Malliavin Calculus in Finance: Theory and Practice aims to introduce the study of
stochastic volatility (SV) models via Malliavin Calculus. Malliavin calculus has
had a profound impact on stochastic analysis. Originally motivated by the study
of the existence of smooth densities of certain random variables, it has proved to
be a useful tool in many other problems. In particular, it has found applications in
quantitative finance, as in the computation of hedging strategies or the efficient
estimation of the Greeks. The objective of this book is to offer a bridge between
theory and practice. It shows that Malliavin calculus is an easy-to-apply tool that
allows us to recover, unify, and generalize several previous results in the
literature on stochastic volatility modeling related to the vanilla, the forward, and
the VIX implied volatility surfaces. It can be applied to local, stochastic, and also
to rough volatilities (driven by a fractional Brownian motion) leading to simple and
explicit results. Features Intermediate-advanced level text on quantitative
finance, oriented to practitioners with a basic background in stochastic analysis,
which could also be useful for researchers and students in quantitative finance
Includes examples on concrete models such as the Heston, the SABR and rough
volatilities, as well as several numerical experiments and the corresponding
Python scripts Covers applications on vanillas, forward start options, and options
on the VIX. The book also has a Github repository with the Python library
corresponding to the numerical examples in the text. The library has been
implemented so that the users can re-use the numerical code for building their
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examples. The repository can be accessed here: https://bit.ly/2KNex2Y.
Brownian motion is one of the most important stochastic processes in continuous
time and with continuous state space. Within the realm of stochastic processes,
Brownian motion is at the intersection of Gaussian processes, martingales,
Markov processes, diffusions and random fractals, and it has influenced the
study of these topics. Its central position within mathematics is matched by
numerous applications in science, engineering and mathematical finance. Often
textbooks on probability theory cover, if at all, Brownian motion only briefly. On
the other hand, there is a considerable gap to more specialized texts on
Brownian motion which is not so easy to overcome for the novice. The authors’
aim was to write a book which can be used as an introduction to Brownian motion
and stochastic calculus, and as a first course in continuous-time and continuousstate Markov processes. They also wanted to have a text which would be both a
readily accessible mathematical back-up for contemporary applications (such as
mathematical finance) and a foundation to get easy access to advanced
monographs. This textbook, tailored to the needs of graduate and advanced
undergraduate students, covers Brownian motion, starting from its elementary
properties, certain distributional aspects, path properties, and leading to
stochastic calculus based on Brownian motion. It also includes numerical recipes
for the simulation of Brownian motion.
Filling the void between surveys of the field with relatively light mathematical
content and books with a rigorous, formal approach to stochastic integration and
probabilistic ideas, Stochastic Financial Models provides a sound introduction to
mathematical finance. The author takes a classical applied mathematical
approach, focusing on calculations rather than seeking the greatest generality.
Developed from the esteemed author’s advanced undergraduate and graduate
courses at the University of Cambridge, the text begins with the classical topics
of utility and the mean-variance approach to portfolio choice. The remainder of
the book deals with derivative pricing. The author fully explains the binomial
model since it is central to understanding the pricing of derivatives by selffinancing hedging portfolios. He then discusses the general discrete-time model,
Brownian motion and the Black–Scholes model. The book concludes with a look
at various interest-rate models. Concepts from measure-theoretic probability and
solutions to the end-of-chapter exercises are provided in the appendices. By
exploring the important and exciting application area of mathematical finance,
this text encourages students to learn more about probability, martingales and
stochastic integration. It shows how mathematical concepts, such as the
Black–Scholes and Gaussian random-field models, are used in financial
situations.
Readership: Undergraduates and researchers in probability and statistics;
applied, pure and financial mathematics; economics; chaos.
Brownian Motion Calculus presents the basics of Stochastic Calculus with a
focus on the valuation of financial derivatives. It is intended as an accessible
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introduction to the technical literature. A clear distinction has been made between
the mathematics that is convenient for a first introduction, and the more rigorous
underpinnings which are best studied from the selected technical references. The
inclusion of fully worked out exercises makes the book attractive for self study.
Standard probability theory and ordinary calculus are the prerequisites. Summary
slides for revision and teaching can be found on the book website.
Developed for the professional Master's program in Computational Finance at
Carnegie Mellon, the leading financial engineering program in the U.S. Has been
tested in the classroom and revised over a period of several years Exercises
conclude every chapter; some of these extend the theory while others are drawn
from practical problems in quantitative finance
The goal of this book is to present Stochastic Calculus at an introductory level
and not at its maximum mathematical detail. The author aims to capture as much
as possible the spirit of elementary deterministic Calculus, at which students
have been already exposed. This assumes a presentation that mimics similar
properties of deterministic Calculus, which facilitates understanding of more
complicated topics of Stochastic Calculus. Contents:A Few Introductory
ProblemsBasic NotionsUseful Stochastic ProcessesProperties of Stochastic
ProcessesStochastic IntegrationStochastic DifferentiationStochastic Integration
TechniquesStochastic Differential EquationsApplications of Brownian
MotionGirsanov's Theorem and Brownian MotionSome Applications of Stochastic
CalculusHints and Solutions Readership: Undergraduate and graduate students
interested in stochastic processes. Key Features:The book contains numerous
problems with full solutions and plenty of worked out examples and figures, which
facilitate material understandingThe material was tested on students at several
universities around the world (Taiwan, Kuwait, USA); this led to a presentation
form that balances both technicality and understandingThe presentation mimics
as close as possible the same chapters as in deterministic calculus; former
calculus students will find this chronology of ideas familiar to
CalculusKeywords:Stochastic Processes;Probability Distribution;Brownian
Motion;Filtering Theory;Martingale;Ito Calculus;Poisson Process;Bessel Process
Modelling with the Itô integral or stochastic differential equations has become
increasingly important in various applied fields, including physics, biology,
chemistry and finance. However, stochastic calculus is based on a deep
mathematical theory. This book is suitable for the reader without a deep
mathematical background. It gives an elementary introduction to that area of
probability theory, without burdening the reader with a great deal of measure
theory. Applications are taken from stochastic finance. In particular, the BlackScholes option pricing formula is derived. The book can serve as a text for a
course on stochastic calculus for non-mathematicians or as elementary reading
material for anyone who wants to learn about Itô calculus and/or stochastic
finance.
These notes are based on a postgraduate course I gave on stochastic differential
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equations at Edinburgh University in the spring 1982. No previous knowledge
about the subject was assumed, but the presen tation is based on some
background in measure theory. There are several reasons why one should learn
more about stochastic differential equations: They have a wide range of applica
tions outside mathematics, there are many fruitful connections to other
mathematical disciplines and the subject has a rapidly develop ing life of its own
as a fascinating research field with many interesting unanswered questions.
Unfortunately most of the literature about stochastic differential equations seems
to place so much emphasis on rigor and complete ness that is scares many
nonexperts away. These notes are an attempt to approach the subject from the
nonexpert point of view: Not knowing anything (except rumours, maybe) about a
subject to start with, what would I like to know first of all? My answer would be: 1)
In what situations does the subject arise? 2) What are its essential features? 3)
What are the applications and the connections to other fields? I would not be so
interested in the proof of the most general case, but rather in an easier proof of a
special case, which may give just as much of the basic idea in the argument. And
I would be willing to believe some basic results without proof (at first stage,
anyway) in order to have time for some more basic applications.
In recent years the growing importance of derivative products financial markets
has increased financial institutions' demands for mathematical skills. This book
introduces the mathematical methods of financial modeling with clear
explanations of the most useful models. Introduction to Stochastic Calculus
begins with an elementary presentation of discrete models, including the CoxRoss-Rubenstein model. This book will be valued by derivatives trading,
marketing, and research divisions of investment banks and other institutions, and
also by graduate students and research academics in applied probability and
finance theory.
Elementary Stochastic Calculus with Finance in ViewWorld Scientific
Building upon the previous editions, this textbook is a first course in stochastic
processes taken by undergraduate and graduate students (MS and PhD students
from math, statistics, economics, computer science, engineering, and finance
departments) who have had a course in probability theory. It covers Markov
chains in discrete and continuous time, Poisson processes, renewal processes,
martingales, and option pricing. One can only learn a subject by seeing it in
action, so there are a large number of examples and more than 300 carefully
chosen exercises to deepen the reader’s understanding. Drawing from teaching
experience and student feedback, there are many new examples and problems
with solutions that use TI-83 to eliminate the tedious details of solving linear
equations by hand, and the collection of exercises is much improved, with many
more biological examples. Originally included in previous editions, material too
advanced for this first course in stochastic processes has been eliminated while
treatment of other topics useful for applications has been expanded. In addition,
the ordering of topics has been improved; for example, the difficult subject of
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martingales is delayed until its usefulness can be applied in the treatment of
mathematical finance.
This compact yet thorough text zeros in on the parts of the theory that are
particularly relevant to applications . It begins with a description of Brownian
motion and the associated stochastic calculus, including their relationship to
partial differential equations. It solves stochastic differential equations by a
variety of methods and studies in detail the one-dimensional case. The book
concludes with a treatment of semigroups and generators, applying the theory of
Harris chains to diffusions, and presenting a quick course in weak convergence
of Markov chains to diffusions. The presentation is unparalleled in its clarity and
simplicity. Whether your students are interested in probability, analysis,
differential geometry or applications in operations research, physics, finance, or
the many other areas to which the subject applies, you'll find that this text brings
together the material you need to effectively and efficiently impart the practical
background they need.
This textbook on the basics of option pricing is accessible to readers with limited
mathematical training. It is for both professional traders and undergraduates
studying the basics of finance. Assuming no prior knowledge of probability,
Sheldon M. Ross offers clear, simple explanations of arbitrage, the BlackScholes option pricing formula, and other topics such as utility functions, optimal
portfolio selections, and the capital assets pricing model. Among the many new
features of this third edition are new chapters on Brownian motion and geometric
Brownian motion, stochastic order relations and stochastic dynamic
programming, along with expanded sets of exercises and references for all the
chapters.
These notes provide a concise introduction to stochastic differential equations
and their application to the study of financial markets and as a basis for modeling
diverse physical phenomena. They are accessible to non-specialists and make a
valuable addition to the collection of texts on the topic. --Srinivasa Varadhan,
New York University This is a handy and very useful text for studying stochastic
differential equations. There is enough mathematical detail so that the reader can
benefit from this introduction with only a basic background in mathematical
analysis and probability. --George Papanicolaou, Stanford University This book
covers the most important elementary facts regarding stochastic differential
equations; it also describes some of the applications to partial differential
equations, optimal stopping, and options pricing. The book's style is intuitive
rather than formal, and emphasis is made on clarity. This book will be very
helpful to starting graduate students and strong undergraduates as well as to
others who want to gain knowledge of stochastic differential equations. I
recommend this book enthusiastically. --Alexander Lipton, Mathematical Finance
Executive, Bank of America Merrill Lynch This short book provides a quick, but
very readable introduction to stochastic differential equations, that is, to
differential equations subject to additive ``white noise'' and related random
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disturbances. The exposition is concise and strongly focused upon the interplay
between probabilistic intuition and mathematical rigor. Topics include a quick
survey of measure theoretic probability theory, followed by an introduction to
Brownian motion and the Ito stochastic calculus, and finally the theory of
stochastic differential equations. The text also includes applications to partial
differential equations, optimal stopping problems and options pricing. This book
can be used as a text for senior undergraduates or beginning graduate students
in mathematics, applied mathematics, physics, financial mathematics, etc., who
want to learn the basics of stochastic differential equations. The reader is
assumed to be fairly familiar with measure theoretic mathematical analysis, but is
not assumed to have any particular knowledge of probability theory (which is
rapidly developed in Chapter 2 of the book).
Completely revised and greatly expanded, the new edition of this text takes
readers who have been exposed to only basic courses in analysis through the
modern general theory of random processes and stochastic integrals as used by
systems theorists, electronic engineers and, more recently, those working in
quantitative and mathematical finance. Building upon the original release of this
title, this text will be of great interest to research mathematicians and graduate
students working in those fields, as well as quants in the finance industry. New
features of this edition include: End of chapter exercises; New chapters on basic
measure theory and Backward SDEs; Reworked proofs, examples and
explanatory material; Increased focus on motivating the mathematics; Extensive
topical index. "Such a self-contained and complete exposition of stochastic
calculus and applications fills an existing gap in the literature. The book can be
recommended for first-year graduate studies. It will be useful for all who intend to
work with stochastic calculus as well as with its applications."–Zentralblatt (from
review of the First Edition)
Financial mathematics and its calculus introduced in an accessible manner for
undergraduate students. Topics covered include financial indices as stochastic
processes, Ito's stochastic calculus, the Fokker-Planck Equation and extra
MATLAB/SCILAB code.
In the past half-century the theory of probability has grown from a minor isolated
theme into a broad and intensive discipline interacting with many other branches
of mathematics. At the same time it is playing a central role in the
mathematization of various applied sciences such as statistics, opera tions
research, biology, economics and psychology-to name a few to which the prefix
"mathematical" has so far been firmly attached. The coming-of-age of probability
has been reflected in the change of contents of textbooks on the subject. In the
old days most of these books showed a visible split personality torn between the
combinatorial games of chance and the so-called "theory of errors" centering in
the normal distribution. This period ended with the appearance of Feller's classic
treatise (see [Feller l]t) in 1950, from the manuscript of which I gave my first
substantial course in probability. With the passage of time probability theory and
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its applications have won a place in the college curriculum as a mathematical
discipline essential to many fields of study. The elements of the theory are now
given at different levels, sometimes even before calculus. The present textbook is
intended for a course at about the sophomore level. It presupposes no prior
acquaintance with the subject and the first three chapters can be read largely
without the benefit of calculus.
Stochastic Finance: An Introduction with Market Examples presents an
introduction to pricing and hedging in discrete and continuous time financial
models without friction, emphasizing the complementarity of analytical and
probabilistic methods. It demonstrates both the power and limitations of
mathematical models in finance, covering the basics of finance and stochastic
calculus, and builds up to special topics, such as options, derivatives, and credit
default and jump processes. It details the techniques required to model the time
evolution of risky assets. The book discusses a wide range of classical topics
including Black–Scholes pricing, exotic and American options, term structure
modeling and change of numéraire, as well as models with jumps. The author
takes the approach adopted by mainstream mathematical finance in which the
computation of fair prices is based on the absence of arbitrage hypothesis,
therefore excluding riskless profit based on arbitrage opportunities and basic
(buying low/selling high) trading. With 104 figures and simulations, along with
about 20 examples based on actual market data, the book is targeted at the
advanced undergraduate and graduate level, either as a course text or for selfstudy, in applied mathematics, financial engineering, and economics.
Stochastic processes are tools used widely by statisticians and researchers
working in the mathematics of finance. This book for self-study provides a
detailed treatment of conditional expectation and probability, a topic that in
principle belongs to probability theory, but is essential as a tool for stochastic
processes. The book centers on exercises as the main means of explanation.
This textbook gives a comprehensive introduction to stochastic processes and
calculus in the fields of finance and economics, more specifically mathematical
finance and time series econometrics. Over the past decades stochastic calculus
and processes have gained great importance, because they play a decisive role
in the modeling of financial markets and as a basis for modern time series
econometrics. Mathematical theory is applied to solve stochastic differential
equations and to derive limiting results for statistical inference on nonstationary
processes. This introduction is elementary and rigorous at the same time. On the
one hand it gives a basic and illustrative presentation of the relevant topics
without using many technical derivations. On the other hand many of the
procedures are presented at a technically advanced level: for a thorough
understanding, they are to be proven. In order to meet both requirements jointly,
the present book is equipped with a lot of challenging problems at the end of
each chapter as well as with the corresponding detailed solutions. Thus the
virtual text - augmented with more than 60 basic examples and 40 illustrative
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figures - is rather easy to read while a part of the technical arguments is
transferred to the exercise problems and their solutions.
This book provides a comprehensive introduction to the theory of stochastic
calculus and some of its applications. It is the only textbook on the subject to
include more than two hundred exercises with complete solutions. After
explaining the basic elements of probability, the author introduces more
advanced topics such as Brownian motion, martingales and Markov processes.
The core of the book covers stochastic calculus, including stochastic differential
equations, the relationship to partial differential equations, numerical methods
and simulation, as well as applications of stochastic processes to finance. The
final chapter provides detailed solutions to all exercises, in some cases
presenting various solution techniques together with a discussion of advantages
and drawbacks of the methods used. Stochastic Calculus will be particularly
useful to advanced undergraduate and graduate students wishing to acquire a
solid understanding of the subject through the theory and exercises. Including full
mathematical statements and rigorous proofs, this book is completely selfcontained and suitable for lecture courses as well as self-study.
Introduces key results essential for financial practitioners by means of concrete
examples and a fully rigorous exposition.
Modelling with the Ito integral or stochastic differential equations has become
increasingly important in various applied fields, including physics, biology,
chemistry and finance. However, stochastic calculus is based on a deep
mathematical theory. This book is suitable for the reader without a deep
mathematical background. It gives an elementary introduction to that area of
probability theory, without burdening the reader with a great deal of measure
theory. Applications are taken from stochastic finance. In particular, the Black -Scholes option pricing formula is derived. The book can serve as a text for a
course on stochastic calculus for non-mathematicians or as elementary reading
material for anyone who wants to learn about Ito calculus and/or stochastic
finance.
This book presents a concise treatment of stochastic calculus and its
applications. It gives a simple but rigorous treatment of the subject including a
range of advanced topics, it is useful for practitioners who use advanced
theoretical results. It covers advanced applications, such as models in
mathematical finance, biology and engineering.Self-contained and unified in
presentation, the book contains many solved examples and exercises. It may be
used as a textbook by advanced undergraduates and graduate students in
stochastic calculus and financial mathematics. It is also suitable for practitioners
who wish to gain an understanding or working knowledge of the subject. For
mathematicians, this book could be a first text on stochastic calculus; it is good
companion to more advanced texts by a way of examples and exercises. For
people from other fields, it provides a way to gain a working knowledge of
stochastic calculus. It shows all readers the applications of stochastic calculus
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methods and takes readers to the technical level required in research and
sophisticated modelling.This second edition contains a new chapter on bonds,
interest rates and their options. New materials include more worked out
examples in all chapters, best estimators, more results on change of time,
change of measure, random measures, new results on exotic options, FX
options, stochastic and implied volatility, models of the age-dependent branching
process and the stochastic Lotka-Volterra model in biology, non-linear filtering in
engineering and five new figures.Instructors can obtain slides of the text from the
author.
The rewards and dangers of speculating in the modern financial markets have
come to the fore in recent times with the collapse of banks and bankruptcies of
public corporations as a direct result of ill-judged investment. At the same time,
individuals are paid huge sums to use their mathematical skills to make welljudged investment decisions. Here now is the first rigorous and accessible
account of the mathematics behind the pricing, construction and hedging of
derivative securities. Key concepts such as martingales, change of measure, and
the Heath-Jarrow-Morton model are described with mathematical precision in a
style tailored for market practitioners. Starting from discrete-time hedging on
binary trees, continuous-time stock models (including Black-Scholes) are
developed. Practicalities are stressed, including examples from stock, currency
and interest rate markets, all accompanied by graphical illustrations with realistic
data. A full glossary of probabilistic and financial terms is provided. This unique
book will be an essential purchase for market practitioners, quantitative analysts,
and derivatives traders.
It is well-known that modern stochastic calculus has been exhaustively
developed under usual conditions. Despite such a well-developed theory, there is
evidence to suggest that these very convenient technical conditions cannot
necessarily be fulfilled in real-world applications. Optional Processes: Theory and
Applications seeks to delve into the existing theory, new developments and
applications of optional processes on "unusual" probability spaces. The
development of stochastic calculus of optional processes marks the beginning of
a new and more general form of stochastic analysis. This book aims to provide
an accessible, comprehensive and up-to-date exposition of optional processes
and their numerous properties. Furthermore, the book presents not only current
theory of optional processes, but it also contains a spectrum of applications to
stochastic differential equations, filtering theory and mathematical finance.
Features Suitable for graduate students and researchers in mathematical
finance, actuarial science, applied mathematics and related areas Compiles
almost all essential results on the calculus of optional processes in unusual
probability spaces Contains many advanced analytical results for stochastic
differential equations and statistics pertaining to the calculus of optional
processes Develops new methods in finance based on optional processes such
as a new portfolio theory, defaultable claim pricing mechanism, etc. Authors
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Mohamed Abdelghani completed his PhD in mathematical finance from the
University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada. He is currently working as a vice
president in quantitative finance and machine learning at Morgan Stanley, New
York, USA. Alexander Melnikov is a professor in mathematical finance at the
University of Alberta. His research interests belong to the area of contemporary
stochastic analysis and its numerous applications in mathematical finance,
statistics and actuarial science. He has written six books as well as over 100
research papers in leading academic journals.
Stochastic Differential Equations and Applications, Volume 1 covers the
development of the basic theory of stochastic differential equation systems. This
volume is divided into nine chapters. Chapters 1 to 5 deal with the basic theory of
stochastic differential equations, including discussions of the Markov processes,
Brownian motion, and the stochastic integral. Chapter 6 examines the
connections between solutions of partial differential equations and stochastic
differential equations, while Chapter 7 describes the Girsanov’s formula that is
useful in the stochastic control theory. Chapters 8 and 9 evaluate the behavior of
sample paths of the solution of a stochastic differential system, as time increases
to infinity. This book is intended primarily for undergraduate and graduate
mathematics students.
It has been 15 years since the first edition of Stochastic Integration and
Differential Equations, A New Approach appeared, and in those years many
other texts on the same subject have been published, often with connections to
applications, especially mathematical finance. Yet in spite of the apparent
simplicity of approach, none of these books has used the functional analytic
method of presenting semimartingales and stochastic integration. Thus a 2nd
edition seems worthwhile and timely, though it is no longer appropriate to call it "a
new approach". The new edition has several significant changes, most
prominently the addition of exercises for solution. These are intended to
supplement the text, but lemmas needed in a proof are never relegated to the
exercises. Many of the exercises have been tested by graduate students at
Purdue and Cornell Universities. Chapter 3 has been completely redone, with a
new, more intuitive and simultaneously elementary proof of the fundamental
Doob-Meyer decomposition theorem, the more general version of the Girsanov
theorem due to Lenglart, the Kazamaki-Novikov criteria for exponential local
martingales to be martingales, and a modern treatment of compensators.
Chapter 4 treats sigma martingales (important in finance theory) and gives a
more comprehensive treatment of martingale representation, including both the
Jacod-Yor theory and Emery’s examples of martingales that actually have
martingale representation (thus going beyond the standard cases of Brownian
motion and the compensated Poisson process). New topics added include an
introduction to the theory of the expansion of filtrations, a treatment of the
Fefferman martingale inequality, and that the dual space of the martingale space
H^1 can be identified with BMO martingales. Solutions to selected exercises are
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available at the web site of the author, with current URL
http://www.orie.cornell.edu/~protter/books.html.
This is an introduction to probabilistic and statistical concepts necessary to
understand the basic ideas and methods of stochastic differential equations.
Based on measure theory, which is introduced as smoothly as possible, it
provides practical skills in the use of MAPLE in the context of probability and its
applications. It offers to graduates and advanced undergraduates an overview
and intuitive background for more advanced studies.
Interest rate modeling and the pricing of related derivatives remain subjects of
increasing importance in financial mathematics and risk management. This book
provides an accessible introduction to these topics by a step-by-step presentation
of concepts with a focus on explicit calculations. Each chapter is accompanied
with exercises and their complete solutions, making the book suitable for
advanced undergraduate and graduate level students. This second edition
retains the main features of the first edition while incorporating a complete
revision of the text as well as additional exercises with their solutions, and a new
introductory chapter on credit risk. The stochastic interest rate models considered
range from standard short rate to forward rate models, with a treatment of the
pricing of related derivatives such as caps and swaptions under forward
measures. Some more advanced topics including the BGM model and an
approach to its calibration are also covered.
A comprehensive overview of the theory of stochastic processes and its
connections to asset pricing, accompanied by some concrete applications. This
book presents a self-contained, comprehensive, and yet concise and condensed
overview of the theory and methods of probability, integration, stochastic
processes, optimal control, and their connections to the principles of asset
pricing. The book is broader in scope than other introductory-level graduate texts
on the subject, requires fewer prerequisites, and covers the relevant material at
greater depth, mainly without rigorous technical proofs. The book brings to an
introductory level certain concepts and topics that are usually found in advanced
research monographs on stochastic processes and asset pricing, and it attempts
to establish greater clarity on the connections between these two fields. The book
begins with measure-theoretic probability and integration, and then develops the
classical tools of stochastic calculus, including stochastic calculus with jumps and
Lévy processes. For asset pricing, the book begins with a brief overview of risk
preferences and general equilibrium in incomplete finite endowment economies,
followed by the classical asset pricing setup in continuous time. The goal is to
present a coherent single overview. For example, the text introduces discretetime martingales as a consequence of market equilibrium considerations and
connects them to the stochastic discount factors before offering a general
definition. It covers concrete option pricing models (including stochastic volatility,
exchange options, and the exercise of American options), Merton's
investment–consumption problem, and several other applications. The book
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includes more than 450 exercises (with detailed hints). Appendixes cover
analysis and topology and computer code related to the practical applications
discussed in the text.
Since the publication of the first edition of this book, the area of mathematical
finance has grown rapidly, with financial analysts using more sophisticated
mathematical concepts, such as stochastic integration, to describe the behavior
of markets and to derive computing methods. Maintaining the lucid style of its
popular predecessor, Introduction
This book offers a rigorous and self-contained presentation of stochastic
integration and stochastic calculus within the general framework of continuous
semimartingales. The main tools of stochastic calculus, including Itô’s formula,
the optional stopping theorem and Girsanov’s theorem, are treated in detail
alongside many illustrative examples. The book also contains an introduction to
Markov processes, with applications to solutions of stochastic differential
equations and to connections between Brownian motion and partial differential
equations. The theory of local times of semimartingales is discussed in the last
chapter. Since its invention by Itô, stochastic calculus has proven to be one of the
most important techniques of modern probability theory, and has been used in
the most recent theoretical advances as well as in applications to other fields
such as mathematical finance. Brownian Motion, Martingales, and Stochastic
Calculus provides a strong theoretical background to the reader interested in
such developments. Beginning graduate or advanced undergraduate students
will benefit from this detailed approach to an essential area of probability theory.
The emphasis is on concise and efficient presentation, without any concession to
mathematical rigor. The material has been taught by the author for several years
in graduate courses at two of the most prestigious French universities. The fact
that proofs are given with full details makes the book particularly suitable for selfstudy. The numerous exercises help the reader to get acquainted with the tools
of stochastic calculus.
Although there are many textbooks on stochastic calculus applied to finance, this
volume earns its place with a pedagogical approach. The text presents a quick
(but by no means "dirty") road to the tools required for advanced finance in
continuous time, including option pricing by martingale methods, term structure
models in a HJM-framework and the Libor market model. The reader should be
familiar with elementary real analysis and basic probability theory.
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